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From the TESL NS Spring Conference:

Language Counselling: A Pathway for Success
By Amanda M. Marshall
Consider this: Danae is a new immigrant to
Nova Scotia. She is an experienced mechanical engineer in her country of origin. She is
living alone here with her two young children
and ailing mother-in-law while her husband
continues to work abroad. She has recently
been assessed with a developing proficiency
in English (Canadian Language Benchmark
5/5/6/4). Danae realizes that more language
skills are needed to access profession-specific
programs, but she doesn’t know where to
start. Additionally, she needs a survival job
to make ends meet.

immigrant adult learner success. I will also
briefly examine research in cognition, second language acquisition (SLA), and motivation as well as the positive role the practice of language counselling can have in
establishing realistic timelines and goals.

To fully understand how learning works,
and by acknowledging that learning an
additional language involves many individual variables, adult educators accept that
learners are often required to “satisfy incongruent or even mutually exclusive
goals” (Dörnyei, 2001, p. 132). For example,
As adult educators and learners alike, we
researchers have identified that there are
are required to balance several interdeseveral factors that influence SLA, including
pendent factors. Whether we are preparing age, motivation, personality, ability, access,
for a routine commute or embarking on life and prior knowledge/experience.
in a new country and culture, we are regu(Horowitz, as cited in Dörnyei, 2001) When
larly engaged in cognitive processing and
supporting learners like Danae, we see a
task prioritization. Naturally, depending on more complex picture of what an immithe task at hand, we are more or less engrant adult learner may face, including adgaged in complex cognitive processing
ditional family responsibilities, heightened
skills and goal-setting. Adults are often
socio-economic needs, employment defaced with many influences in their lives;
mands, adaptation to a new culture, an
however, as we can see in the example
adjustment to a new home, and so forth.
above, there are often more considerations Not surprisingly, determining a course of
as a newcomer adult learner. In this article, I action for language learning upon relocawill examine learning an additional lantion can seem an insurmountable task.
guage and the variables that contribute to Continued on page 5
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From the Editor
Spring is conference season in
Canada. In this issue, we bring
you reports from provincial, national, and international conferences. In this age of social media,
Skype, and webinars, what keeps
drawing us to face-to-face conferences ? Chalk it up to the power of the handshake. Connecting
with fellow educators from
around the province or the globe
seems to be best done in person.
It could be a few words to the
presenter of a particularly engaging workshop, a chance encounter with another teacher in the
coffee shop line-up, or a formal
networking event. Even those
active in the Twittersphere, with
followers in various time zones,

usually count on conferences
“tweetups” to put a face to the
Twitter handle.
From the connections that emerge
spontaneously at conferences,
we’re presented with the chance to
answer questions we didn’t even
know we had and to push our
teaching practice in ways we hadn’t
foreseen. Even the best-designed
chatroom or discussion forum can’t
facilitate this spontaneity the way it
happens in person.
Teaching and learning are social
activities. It is no surprise that
teachers still gravitate toward this
social form of professional development.
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Conference Thank yous
By Mary Lou Harnish

Thanks so much to our members that presented
very interesting and informative sessions for us
at our Spring Conference – Andrea Taylor, Sean
Cavicchi, Anna Maier, Sophie Paish, Sandra
Powell, Amanda Marshall, Julie Sherriff, Muhammad Elhabibi, Carol Derby, Meg Royal,
Ayesha Mushtaq, and Jennifer MacDonald. We
had sessions for everyone, with a wide variety
of topics covered.
Depending on which evaluation form you read,

lunch was either great, fabulous, excellent,
amazing, the best and/or awesome! The Immigrants Women’s Catering Goup is comprised of
over ten nationalities, giving them lots of menu
options. If you’re interested in having them
cater your event, you can contact them at immigrantwomencatering@gmail.com.
Thanks again to the publishers that donated
books for our book draws. Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press, and Pearson

ELT gave us the opportunity to check out both
old new titles, and to go home with a book or
two.
Thanks to all of our members who took the time
to complete an evaluation form. We will use this
information as we plan our next conference,
add to the website and create upcoming newsletters. Look for more information on professional development, resources, teaching
abroad, and more!
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TESL NS Spring
Conference
Photos by Olga Sarycheva

In numbers:


24/05/2014



6 informative hours



64 curious attendees



11 fascinating sessions



50+books drawn for



10 delicious international
dishes



4 months until the Fall
Conference!

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS:
FALL CONFERENCE
Submission are now being accepted for
the TESL NS Fall Conference, October
24-25, 2014.
For more details check out teslns.com.

OR SEND AN EMAIL TO
conference@teslns.com

From the TESL NS Spring Conference:

Cultural Attitudes toward Grading Systems in EAP programs
By Anna Maier and Sophie Paish
“Why didn’t I get a higher grade?” is a question
that we, as EAP teachers, have all heard numerous times. Our workshop at the TESL NS Spring
conference focused on the elementary stages of
our research regarding discrepancies between
our students’ expectations of their grades and
their actual level of achievement. The first half
hour of our presentation focused on our research findings concerning cultural relativism,
social norms, and education specific schemas
which we felt connected, to a certain degree, to
cultural attitudes toward grading systems in

EAP programs. For the rest of the hour, we
opened up the floor to the participants of the
workshop and encouraged them to share their
own experiences on this matter. We felt that,
for the most part, the teachers in the room had
had the same frustrations in their classrooms
and were also looking for ways to solve this
problem. After hearing this, it confirmed our
intention to continue our research on this topic.
We explained to our audience what our future
research plans entail (i.e. various student and
teacher surveys and focus groups). We welcome

anyone who is willing and interested in participating in this endeavour to contact us.
Anna Maier (M.Ed) has been teaching for several
years. She taught abroad in South Korea, The
Gambia and Canada. amaier@dal.ca. Sophie
Paish (M.Ed) has taught in Slovakia, Japan, Ontario and Nova Scotia in a variety of settings.
sophie.paish@dal.ca. Currently, they are both
instructors in the EAP program at Dalhousie University.
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How Much is Too Much?
By Sophie Paish

As I sit here at the end of another day in the
classroom, I reflect a little on the events of my
teaching day. In addition to the 2.5-hour reading test I gave this morning, and the two hours
of in-class assignments that I did with my students, I spent approximately an hour and a half
answering questions about my students’ written
assignments.

Student: “Is this sentence okay?”
Teacher: “It looks fine.”
Student: “How about the next sentence?”
Teacher: “This also looks good.”
Student: “Can I use the word although to connect these sentences?”
Teacher: “Yes, you could use that word here.”
Student: “What’s a synonym for cyclical?”

As teachers, we all like it when students ask us
questions, don’t we? “They’re interested,” we
say. “They’re clarifying concepts,” We claim.
“They’re taking responsibility,” we argue.

… fast forward 1,000 words of argumentative
essay material …

We tell them to email us if they have any questions (while knowing that, most of the time,
only two or three will actually take us up on the
offer). We suggest that they meet us in office
hours or over the lunch break to talk about their
work (but feel cruelly rejected when there are
no knocks on our doors). We all want them to
just ask!
But then in comes the student who really likes
asking questions, the student who asks a question about everything, and the student who
needs to check with you before taking on, well,
anything.

Student: “Should this be present tense or past
tense?”
Teacher: “What do you think?”

how many questions I just asked you there?
Usually, I tell my classes that they should approach me with queries about organization and
content, and leave grammar corrections, word
choice, and parallel structure (for example) for
home. Usually, my students choose not to take
note of this.

So at what point can we draw the line between
I leave my dialogue on “What do you think?” for
a reasonable amount of help and too much
a reason. What does the student think?
help? I have no concrete answer for this, nor do I
pretend to. This is simply my teaching reflection
And here I return to my question: how much
for this rainy Tuesday—just another Tuesday in
help is too much help? Can we answer every
the life of a writing teacher.
question that a student asks? If they check in
with us with each step in an assignment, do
they really deserve the final mark that we are
likely to give them? Is it my essay or is it his essay? How do we justify the difference in quality
between the student who used her own initiative and the student who used our initiative?
How can we politely and simply say that they
need to work it out on their own? Don’t you love

Focus on Training
By Mary Lou Harnish

Originally from Bristol, England, Sophie Paish (M.Ed)
has taught English in Slovakia, Japan, Ontario, and
Nova Scotia in a variety of settings. She currently lives
in Halifax and teaches EAP at Dalhousie University. She
enjoys travelling, meeting people from different places,
and bumbling her way through conversations in French
and Spanish.

teachers take one or two courses a semester. At
this time, all courses are offered during the fall
or winter semesters.
The following courses are included:
At Mount Saint Vincent

One suggestion for the newsletter was information on graduate programs for professional
development. This is the first in a series of summaries of available programs.
M.Ed. in Curriculum Studies (with a specialization in TESL)

This course is recognized by TESL Canada as
the basis for Professional Certificate: Standard
Three (interim). If students in this master’s program have proof of the required 2,000 teaching
hours, they can then apply for Standard Three
permanent certification.





Foundations of Curriculum Studies I and II
(only courses available on Saturdays)
Linguistics for Teachers I and II
Principles of Language Acquisition for Education I and II

At Saint Mary’s

All courses are held once a week, Monday

This program is offered jointly by Mount Saint
through Thursday. Most classes run from 4:30
Vincent and Saint Mary’s. It consists of 5.5 cred- pm to 7:00 pm, and a few run from 7:00 pm to
it hours. Three are offered at MSVU, and the
9:30 pm. One of the Mount courses is offered on 
remainder at SMU. All courses are mandatory; alternate Saturdays. You are expected to com
there are no electives. This program does not
plete all courses within five years. A few intrepid
contain a thesis component.
souls do the program in one year, but most

Curriculum and Instruction in Teaching English as a Second or Foreign Language I and II
Language, Culture, and Education
Pedagogical Grammar for ESL Teachers:
Theory and Practice
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Continued from page 1.

dialogue begins where the learner and
counsellor explore the learner’s needs, supLanguage and program choices can be
ports and challenges contributing to overoverwhelming, employment requirements
all learning objectives and end-point goals.
complicated and personal circumstances
The counsellor is then able to refer to prosevere. Language counselling can help
grams both in-house and externally, delearners navigate options and requirepending on the learner. It is important to
ments, establish learning expectations, as
recognize that the learning plans estabwell as identify and balance goals.
lished may need to be reevaluated as exA Client-centered Approach
ternal factors arise in an individual’s life.
When learners become aware that they
Using a client-centered approach and accan and likely will revisit their learning
knowledging that personal and professionplans, this can help to alleviate unnecesal development, a sense of direction, positive self-concept, and individual autonomy
(Russell 2008) are important factors for
adults, language counselling provides information, encouragement and the tools
necessary to work with individuals on autonomous learning plans. Language counselling creates a learning roadmap. By conducting a language and educational needs
assessment and creating a learning plan
that identifies and prioritizes education
goals and needs, we can establish a realistic and accessible pathway for success.
Language counselling facilitates the crea- sary pressure they may place on themtion of tangible, individualized learning
selves.
plans and goals and helps learners to successfully navigate, choose and pursue rele- Engaging in a meaningful and relevant
conversation about each individual’s goals,
vant programs. This is done with the unneeds, external variables and personal moderstanding that both interest and goalsetting have been identified as key motiva- tivation allows for a realistic approach to
tional variables that contribute to an indi- learning. Goal-setting as a function of
learner autonomy and also a metavidual’s success (Hidi and Harackiewicz,
2000). With this in mind, language counsel- cognitive strategy (Ridley, Schultz & Glanz,
1992) may require modeling and facilitaling serves as a dedicated resource to engage learners in becoming autonomous as tion during the language counselling process. Because autonomy and even metawell as help individuals choose programs
cognition are not innate (Dörnyei, 2001),
designed to meet their unique needs.
actively engaging in the practice of goalLanguage Counselling Locally
setting and prioritization encourages learners to become actively involved in their
Language counselling at ISIS is part of an
individualized learning pathways. Not only
internal system designed to streamline
access to programs, and more importantly, will these skills be transferrable to future
to serve as a learner tool. Following a lan- personal and professional learning, but it
offers an anchor in what may be an otherguage assessment, learners are encouraged to meet with the language counsellor wise challenging time. In other words, it
to discuss their individual learning needs. A can provide purpose, momentum and a
clear path. By creating relevant and realis-

“...learners are
often required
to ‘satisfy incongruent or even
mutually exclusive goals’.”

tic short-, medium- and long-term goals,
what originally may have appeared overwhelming is now defined and attainable.
References:
Dornyei, Z. (2001). Teaching and Researching Motivation. England: Pearson Education Ltd.
Dörnyei, Z. (2005). The Psychology of the
Language Learner: Individual Differences in
SLA. USA: Routledge.
Good, T. L. and Brophy, J. E. (1994). Looking in classrooms. 6th ed. New York:
HarperCollins.
Hidi, S., & Harackiewicz, J. M. (2000). Motivating the academically unmotivated: A
critical issue for the 21st Century. Review of
Educational Research, 70, 151 179.
Lighbown, P. And Spada, N. (2006). How
Languages are Learned. 3rd ed. England:
Oxford University Press.
Ridley, D.S., Schutz, P.A., Glanz, R.S. &
Weinstein, C.E. (1992). Self-regulated
learning: the interactive influence of metacognitive awareness and goal-setting. Journal of Experimental Education 60 (4), 293306.
Russell, J. (2008). Promoting subjective
well-being at work. Journal of Career Assessment, 16 (1), 117-131.
Young, E. (2009). Learning the Art of Helping: Building Blocks and Techniques. 4th ed.
USA: Pearson.

With her CTESL and M.Ed., Amanda Marshall is a life-long learner and professional in
the field of TESL and in educational counselling. Having worked as an instructor, administrator, manager, and now educational
counsellor, Amanda’s passion and dedication to adult education has grown in many
ways. Currently, Amanda is the Team Lead
and Labour Market Language Counsellor at
Immigrant Settlement and Integration Services (www.isisns.ca).
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Dalhousie University Conference on Learning and Teaching:

Fostering Deeper Learning with Technology
By Shazia Nawaz Awan
The Centre for Learning and Teaching at Dalhousie University holds a well-organized conference for educators, both practitioners and students, every year in the spring. This year, the
conference theme explored the move from didactic teaching to using technology in order to
“foster deeper learning”. There were discussions, interactive presentations, paper presentations, and sharing of experiences in the classroom around the use of technology for enhanced learning. Dr. Holly Richardson of the
Dalhousie University Nursing School, in her
presentation on Flipped teaching, concluded
with a remark: “technology is here, it is here to
stay, let’s make the best use of it for our stu-

dents.” This, very aptly, makes the phenomenon of integrating technology into the educational process in higher education environments
easier to understand. Ideas of flipped teaching— responsibility shift from teachers to students to enhance learning— , blended learning— the right mix of technology in class and off
class--, were discussed at length, as well as the
use of Learning Management Systems such as
Moodle/BlackBoard Learn, Massive Open
Online Courses, or MOOCs, and Social media
for education. The keynote speaker, Dr. Norm
Vaughn from the Faculty of Teaching and
Learning at Mount Royal University, talked
about “effective integration of blended learning

in programs and courses” with reference to his
own works in the area through case studies. The
two day conference was well attended by scholars, educators, and graduate students from
across the Atlantic region and beyond.
Shazia Nawaz Awan has extensive experience of
teaching English internationally and in Canada.
She completed a Master degree in TESOL from
the University of Manchester in 2008, and recently started her professional PhD with the University of Exeter, UK. Shazia is currently working
with Dalhousie University College of Continuing
Education ESL programs and teaching EAP to
university bound students.

TESL Canada Conference

Report from Regina
By

The University of Regina in the sunny province
of Saskatchewan opened its doors for more
than 500 ESL practitioners from all over Canada from May 8-10. With over 600 attendees,
the 2014 conference was the largest one to
date. Similar to national conferences in the
past, there was a mixture of presenters representing a variety of professional backgrounds
and subfields. It was marked by a great number
of keynote speakers and the 135+ interactive
workshops, which meant a myriad of new ideas
and inspiring minds.

Michael Landry and Oksana Shkurska

in the classroom, workplace language training,
an innovative language project for refugees,
cultural integration, and cross-cultural communication.

worth going so far from Nova Scotia to have
this wonderful opportunity not only to share
our expertise with others, but get inspiring
ideas from other specialists in ESL field as well.

The next two days saw lots of different sessions
from keynote speakers and other ESL experts.
The participants attended interactive workshops, demonstrations, paper presentations
and roundtable discussions covering a wide
range of themes, including technology opportunities for ESL learners, new approaches to
assessment and language teaching, instructors’
training, on-line teaching, personalized learning and EAP programming. Some presenters
pushed the importance of cross-cultural awareness and overcoming stereotypes in teaching
ESL into the spotlight, generating numerous
discussions on these topics. It undoubtedly
shows the growing interest in the issues of
cross-cultural communication and the attempts to find workable solutions to the problems connected with cultural differences in
multicultural classrooms.

A complete list of the presentations can be
found on the Conferences ebooklet at http://
teslcanadaproposals.com/presentations/. In
addition, TESL Canada will be posting presentation slides in the near future; so keep yourself
posted. Looking to the future, the next TESL
Canada Conference will be held in Lake Louise,
Alberta; so make sure you exploit your TESL
Canada membership and take part in whatever
capacity you can.

The conference started with symposia on a
variety of topics, such as portfolio-based language assessment (PBLA), language and culture, and the use of numerous online tools.
One presentation of note was by Chris Harwood, from University of Toronto New College,
Another topic that aroused genuine interest
who presented on the use of Facebook groups
was translingual pedagogy for TESOL. It was
as a platform for facilitating reading groups.
brought up by one of the keynote speakers,
Perhaps most impressive was that the field of
Suresh Canagarajah, who argued against
presenters included 10 speakers from Nova
“focusing on privileged varieties of English and
Scotia— some of whom presented twice. Nova its isolation from other languages” in teaching
ESL. This new approach challenging existing
Scotia presenters from Dalhousie University,
frameworks of ESL pedagogy got a great reImmigrant Settlement & Integration Services
sponse from the session attendees.
(ISIS) and Nova Scotia Community College
(NSCC) brought to Regina different themes,
When the last day of the conference was over,
dealing with encouraging students’ communiparticipants thanked Regina for its hospitality,
cative skills, creating an independent learning
leaving us with new ideas and providing us with
environment, engaging students into the learnvaluable practical experience. It was really
ing process, online teaching, using technology

Oksana Shkurska is an ESL instructor for Dalhousie’s English for Academic Purposes program. Holding a Ph.D. in Linguistics, she has
been working in multicultural classrooms in Canada and abroad for over 12 years, teaching undergraduate and graduate students the English
language as well as lecturing on Culture Studies
of English-speaking countries and supervising
graduate students writing research papers and
theses. She has been engaged in conducting
research on the problems of intercultural communication and barriers of communication in
particular for the last few years.
Michael Landry is an instructor of ESL Programs
at Dalhousie University. He has thirteen years of
combined EFL/ESL teaching and academic management experience in East Asia and Canada.
Michael currently serves as Treasurer of
TESLNS.
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Sugata Mitra at IATEFL 2014
By Jennifer MacDonald

The International Association of Teachers
of English as a Foreign Language (IATEFL)
hold their annual conference every April
somewhere in the UK. Close to three
thousand teachers and other ELT professionals from around the world flocked this
past April to Harrogate, England, for 4
days of plenaries, workshops, panel
presentations, networking, and, yes, even
a cocktail party or two. The roster of presenters and attendees is a veritable who’s
who of ELT, from published authors, researchers, and entrepreneurs to rising
stars of the blogosphere and teachers
starting to make their name on the international speaking circuit.

A Contentious Plenary Speaker
Sugata Mitra delivered the closing plenary
at IATEFL Harrogate on Saturday April 5.
Mitra, a researcher at Newcastle University, has become a worldwide education
celebrity through his “Hole in the Wall”
projects, the focus of three TED talks,
whereby children in Indian slums are given
access to technology and lead their own
self-directed learning projects.
Given his profile as a TED speaker, Mitra’s
IATEFL plenary was highly anticipated
and very well attended. But as he moved
through his presentation, before the session had even ended, the Twittersphere
started to go berserk. A common thread
in Mitra’s many projects is the proposition
that children learn best in the absence of a
teacher; he even went so far as to say they
learn better without one than with one in
certain cases. The reaction to his talk from
the auditorium full of teachers was very
polarized; either he was being praised as
an inspiring visionary or derided as a dangerous neo-liberal shill complicit in the

dismantling of the
public education
system. It certainly
was the talk of the
town, and the controversy and host
of strong reactions
it brought about in
the ELT community caused IATEFL
to organize an un
precedented follow-up Q & A session with Mitra a few weeks later.

the learners learning the right things, and
at an effective rate? What happens to moA Tempest in a Teapot
tivation to learn when the nature of the
In my opinion, the whole affair was a
social capital being sought after or the
tempest in a teapot. Mitra touched on the instrumental motivation changes, or disteaching and learning of several subjects, appears? How and in what way can a
including science and computer science,
teacher (or guide, in Mitra’s world) interas well as languages. In terms of language act to best maximize learning?
learning, what I heard him speak about in
Food for Reflection
his plenary is nothing all that revolutionary. Reducing teacher talk time, giving
I saw this talk as encouragement for
groups of students a task and letting them teachers to think about how our role and
work it out with minimal interference
our methodology should/must evolve in
from the teacher, acquisition of social
the face of developing technology, how
capital and/or instrumental motivation
we can best serve underserved populapushing learning, production improving
tions, and how sometimes dire straits call
when there is a more acute sense of audi- for drastic measures to get ‘er done. A bit
ence— all of his ideas are old hat in the
of self-reflection never hurts; nor does a
world of ELT. They’re just tweaked and
little (or a lot) of debate. Mitra was actualadapted to the particular contexts he de- ly an ideal plenary speaker in this way;
scribed, and delivered in a breathless TED better dozens of impassioned tweets than
-like presentation style.
a forgettable and nap-inducing talk, any
day.
We have the same concerns about the
methods Mitra described as we do when Jennifer MacDonald is Acting Head Teacher,
things like task-based learning and (TBL) ESL Programs, at Dalhousie University. She has
taught English in Quebec, Argentina, Slovakia
and communicative language teaching
and Spain, and she holds an MA in TESOL from
the Institute of Education, University of London.
(CLT) are being applied in the language
classroom: is everyone in the class learn- Her interests include materials development and
educational technology.
ing, or are certain people dominating? Are
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Game Review:

Spell Up
By Jennifer MacDonald

I recently came across a great new game
from Google that would be lots of fun for
English-language learners: Spell Up.
(Attention Firefox or Safari users: it only
works with the Chrome browser.)

The speech recognition system is not without its shortcomings, though. You have to
spell words out unnaturally slowly, pausing
between letters so that the system can
recognize them. On a few occasions, I had
to repeat letters several times in order to
In this game-ified spelling bee, you hear
get the system to recognize them, which
words, you spell them into your microwas very frustrating. Was it my microphone, and if you’re correct, you build the
phone, their system, or me? If this hapwords into towers. You also may be asked
pened to me, a native speaker of the North
to pronounce the word, be required to unAmerican English, what will happen in rescramble words, or be given a word missing
sponse to my students’ pronunciation?
letters that you must identify and pronounce. An addition to building towers,
Room for World Englishes?
you have all the usual game-y bells and
There’s also the issue of what and whose
whistles, such accumulating points or getpronunciation will be recognized, both on
ting “power ups.”
the letter level and the word level. Will it
recognize a range of regional, social, and
Packed with Features
learner Englishes? When I was asked to
Some neat features for learners are the
pronounce a word, I was told my pronunciability to not only repeat the word but to
ation was “pitch perfect”—what will it say
also get a translation into another lanto others? Will it recognize a learner Engguage or to hear a level-appropriate verbal
lish that would be perfectly acceptable in
definition of the word. There’s also a feahuman-to-human interaction? Or will you
ture where you can click on any letter of
be able to say simply anything into the mithe alphabet and hear how it’s procrophone and it will tell you you’re correct,
nounced—a great review for low-level and
as was the case with language game Duohigh-level learners alike. When you begin
lingo? These are important questions that
the game, you choose your English level—
will affect the playability of this game.
beginner, intermediate, or expert—so
learners can play the game at a level appro- Jennifer MacDonald is editor of the TESL Nova
Scotia newsletter.
priate to their language development.

How It Works
This game draws on Google’s text-tospeech and speech-recognition systems, as
well as their translation engine and dictionaries. It’s nice to see another useful and
educational application of Google’s powerful and wide-ranging technological empire.

BELTA/TESL Toronto
BELTA & TESL Toronto offer a free online
conference on reading and writing. Sessions run Friday, August 8, and Saturday,
August 9, between 10AM – 4PM EST. See
their webpage for more details.

Call for Submissions
The International Association of Teachers
of English as a Foreign Language will hold
their 2015 conference from April 11 to 14.
The call for submission is now open.

Call for Submissions
The 2015 conference of the Association
canadienne de linguistique appliquée/
Canadian Association of Applied Linguistics (ACLA/CAAL) and the American Association for Applied Linguistics (AAAL) take
place March 21 to 24, 2015, in Toronto. The
call for submission is now open.
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Thoughts on Testing
By Fe Leonor Baculi

Testing in
Modern-Day
Education

submitted mark was unreasonably high, the
teacher could veto it. He said he had to veto a
mark only once or twice in two years but often
raised a mark suggested by a student because
he thought it was too low.

I have met and worked with colleagues who
thought the best test was a tough test, one
In American edu- that separated the wheat from the chaff. I
cation, testing did believe that the best test is one which helps
not become a sine the student understand what he failed to understand in the classroom, the issue of passing
qua non till the
19th century. Stu- or failing being only of secondary importance.
This is not an editorial on test and measureBut the systems we work in expects us to addents were tested to see if they had learned
ment but I would like to share a few thoughts
minister tests mainly to determine who dewhat they had been taught; if not, they were
about testing— the whys and the hows of it.
thrown out of school. Even teachers were test- serves to pass. So what am I to do? What can I
Teaching as we know it today is not thinkable
do? If I buck the system, I may lose my job. If I
ed, not so much as to whether they had
without testing. However, testing has not alenough knowledge to teach but to see wheth- do obsequiously what the systems expects me
ways been an inseparable part of teaching. It is
to do, my conscience may chide me. Socrates
er they had any rebellious or heretical views.
a relatively new thing in the Western history of
himself held and “taught” that the dictates of
Once they were approved, they were safe. If
education.
conscience were above the law, as dangerous a
students failed, it was their fault.
proposition then as it is now.
Socrates, whom the Oracle of Delphoi deTesting as we know it did not come into its
clared the wisest of men, did not test; nor did
own till about a hundred years ago. But a new
Plato, his most famous pupil, Aristotle, or any
element was soon introduced— accountabilof the Athenians that followed them, though
Searching for Compromise
ity; i.e., tests showed whether education was
they were the people whose ideas have shaped
worth the money society spent on it. That tugWestern thought for the more than two milof-war is still going on in much of the US, and
lennia that separate them from us. They beFor people like me, a compromise may be the
to a lesser extent in Canada.
lieved that all knowledge is innate in the huway out. Construct tests that do help the stuman soul and all a teacher has to do is activate
dent understand what had escaped him while
it through question-and-answer interaction
they also weed out the worst of failures. Conwith the students, rather than through teach- How do we test today?
struct tests, more with the student in mind
ing them something new. Socrates himself
than with the ego of the teacher that clamors
said that he did not teach, but rather acted like
to show how tough he is.
a midwife to the truth— his mother was a mid- I am afraid the purpose of much testing is not
what I think it should be, which is to help the
wife— that is already in us. This is a far cry
student understand where he stands, but it is a Fe Leonor Baculi is a multilingual educator,
from the philosophy of teaching which holds
means to determine passing or failing.
that the student’s mind is a blank sheet that
teacher-trainer and part-time administrator.
has to be filled by the teacher.

A friend and former colleague of mine taught
Through much of the Middle Ages, education in high school without testing for a couple of
was largely the task of monasteries, and there years. Tests, yes, but not in the usual sense. He
was little, if any, formal testing. At the end of a gave his students frequent tests to show them
how well they were doing, but he did not recstudy course, a student would either join the
ord the results. Come report card time, the
ranks of the monks or be released unto the
world, generally to do the bookkeeping for the students would hand him little slips of paper
indicating what sort of a mark they thought
rich of the day, most of whom could neither
they deserved. It was understood that, if a
read nor write themselves.
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